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Abstract
With growing hardware complexity and ever-evolving user requirements, the kernel is increasingly bloated which increases
its attack surface. Despite its large size, for specific applications and workloads, only a small subset of the kernel code
is actually required. Kernel specialization approaches exploit
this observation to either harden the kernel or restrict access to
its code (debloating) on a per-application basis. However, existing approaches suffer from coarse specialization granularity
and lack strict enforcement which limits their effectiveness.
This paper presents S HARD, a practical framework to enforce fine-grain kernel specialization. S HARD specializes at
both the application and system call levels to significantly
restrict the kernel code exposed to attackers. Furthermore,
S HARD introduces context-aware hardening to dynamically
enable code hardening during suspicious execution contexts.
S HARD implements an instance of a context-aware hardening
scheme using control-flow integrity (CFI), which provides
near-native performance for non-hardened executions and
strong security guarantees. Our analysis of the kernel attack
surface reduction with S HARD as well as concrete attacks
shows that S HARD exposes 181× less kernel code than the
native kernel, an order of magnitude better than existing work,
and prevents 90% of the evaluated attacks. Our evaluation
shows that the average performance overhead of S HARD on
real-world applications is moderate—10% to 36% on NGINX, 3% to 10% on Redis, and 0% to 2.7% on the SPEC CPU
2006 benchmarks.
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Introduction

Operating system kernels have seen an exponential growth
during the last two decades. The Linux kernel, for instance,
grew from 2.4 million [15] lines of source code in 2001 to
a staggering 27.8 million lines of source code in 2020 [14].
This growth is in large part a consequence of an increasingly
diverse range of functions (e.g., supporting many devices) implemented by modern kernels. Unfortunately, because larger

kernels increase the trusted computing base (TCB), systems
have become increasingly vulnerable to attacks that exploit
kernel defects to take complete control of the machine.
A promising approach to minimize any software codebase
is by specialization through debloating [21, 31, 47, 50], which
retains a small part of the codebase required for specific workloads and prevents the rest of the code from running. In the
context of the kernel, debloating the kernel code for specific
applications [30, 36], can reduce the kernel code to 8.89% of
its native size and prevent attackers from exploiting many kernel vulnerabilities without hindering application functionality.
However, because kernels are so large, even such kernel code
reduction leaves vulnerable a significant part of the kernel,
which can be exploited by attackers.
This paper proposes, S HARD, a practical framework for
dynamic kernel specialization that implements fine-grained
specialization. Unlike previous work that limits the granularity of specialization to the application level, S HARD goes
significantly beyond by specializing the kernel at the system
call level for each target application, which further constraints
the amount of kernel code that an attacker can leverage. As
a result, S HARD exposes 181× less kernel code, on average,
than the native linux kernel, which is an order of magnitude
better than existing work on kernel debloating [30].
At a high-level, S HARD first identifies the kernel code required to execute a system call by a specific application and
then, during run-time, it ensures that only that kernel code is
allowed to run when the application invokes the same system
call. By profiling Linux with real-world applications, we concluded that in the majority of cases, two system calls share
less than half of the kernel code that they execute. This lowoverlap is expected because the kernel implements several
classes of services (e.g., file operations, network operation,
process management) using distinct code. Hence, fine-grained
specialization, at the system call and application-level, significantly reduces the amount of kernel code exposed to attackers
at any given point.
In addition to employing fine-grained specialization,
S HARD also addresses the challenge of identifying the parts of

the kernel that a system call, invoked by a specific application,
should be allowed to execute, i.e., the kernel coverage of system calls. Dynamic profiling of applications [30,36–38,53,62]
and static program analysis techniques [29,42,56,61] are common techniques used to identify the coverage of legitimate
execution (e.g., code that does not subvert the control-flow
of the kernel) but these techniques are either incomplete or
unsound when applied to complex systems, such as the kernel.
As a result of these limitations, prior specialization techniques
compromise the security guarantees by either (a) only logging executions that reach unexpected code [30], instead of
strictly enforcing specialization, which makes them ineffective at preventing attacks, or (b) overestimating the code that
should be allowed to execute, which significantly increases
the amount of code that attackers can use.
S HARD implements context-aware hardening, a new technique to address the limitations of program analysis and dynamic profiling techniques on complex code, such as kernels.
Context-aware hardening dynamically hardens kernel code for
suspicious executions, i.e., profiling or static analysis could
not determine that the execution should be allowed or not.
Because kernel code that falls under this class, even though
representing more than half of the kernel, only rarely executes,
context-aware hardening is a low-cost solution, unlike fullsystem hardening, that enables strict debloating enforcement.
Context-aware hardening allows S HARD to dynamically
switch between hardened and non-hardened code according
to the specialization policy during a system call execution.
S HARD implements a specific context-aware hardening mechanism using fine-grained control-flow integrity (CFI) [20].
However, dynamic switching between CFI hardened and nonhardened code versions is challenging. First, CFI uses integerbased indexing at indirect call sites instead of function pointers, which must be consistent with non-hardened code versions to allow switching; therefore, non-hardened execution
would also be impacted (i.e., up to 40% overhead [29]). Second, the switch from non-hardened to hardened code execution requires a special CFI check; since non-hardened code
does not ensure CFI during the transition. S HARD deals with
these challenges through a modified CFI instrumentation,
which relies on function addresses, and a custom CFI check
using Last Branch Record (LBR), ensuring secure transitions
from non-hardened to hardened code execution.
S HARD relies on an offline analysis, to determine kernel
coverage, and an online phase, during which the system is
protected. During the offline analysis, S HARD analyzes the
kernel to determine per-system call code coverage (i.e., required kernel code) for specific, benign application workloads.
S HARD achieves this using two program analysis approaches
— dynamic profiling, which may under-approximate coverage,
and static analysis, which may over-approximate the coverage.
During the online phase, S HARD uses a VMX-based monitor to transparently enforce kernel debloating and contextaware hardening. Importantly, S HARD does not require man-
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Table 1: Comparison of S HARD with prior kernel specialization
work. Table compares the granularity of specialization ("Spec"), system call-level ("S") and application-level ("A"); Ratio, strictness and
type of kernel protection; kernel instrumentation required; and the
application overhead. SplitKernel [39] implements stack exhaustion
and stack clearance checking, alongside coarse CFI, as hardening.
S HARD implements Fine CFI according to the context-aware policy.

ual modifications to the kernel source code, instead it employs
compile-time instrumentation to transparently introspect kernel state required by the specialization policies.
We evaluated S HARD’s effectiveness on two popular applications, the Redis key-value store and the NGINX web server.
Our evaluation shows that S HARD reduces, on average, the
number of kernel instructions accessible to 0.49% for Redis
and 0.60% for NGINX, compared to the native Linux kernel.
Similarly, the number of ROP gadgets is reduced to 0.55%
and 0.60% respectively. In addition, S HARD protects the kernel against 90% of the attack scenarios in our experiments by
preventing the execution of the vulnerable code or the exploit
payload. We found that the average overhead of S HARD is
only 3-10% across the redis-benchmark test suite for Redis
and 10-36% across varying request sizes for NGINX, despite
reducing the code by 181×, an order of magnitude better than
previous work and strictly enforcing specialization. Finally,
on the SPEC CPU integer workloads, we observe a small
overhead of only 0-2.7%.
This paper makes the following main contributions:
• Fine-grained specialization, a kernel specialization
scheme that operates at the system call and application
level to increase specialization effectiveness.
• Context-aware hardening, a general approach to selectively harden code during system calls to provide strict
and efficient specialization enforcement.
• The design of S HARD, the first fine-grained specialization framework for commodity unmodified kernels.
• An evaluation of S HARD on real-world applications and
real-world exploits and vulnerabilities.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: §2 provides
background on kernel specialization and motivates S HARD.
§6 describes the threat model of S HARD. §7 and §8 describe
the design and implementation of S HARD. §9 provides a secu-
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Figure 1: Distribution of instructions executed by each system call
made by Nginx and Redis. Numbers are normalized to the total
number of instructions required by each application and system calls
are sorted from highest to lowest.

rity analysis. §10 discusses the performance evaluation.§11,
§12 and §13 discuss limitations, related work, and conclude.
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Background on Kernel Specialization

Kernel specialization approaches to improve system security
rely on either hardening [39, 52] or debloating (i.e., minimizing) [30, 36, 36, 38, 62]. Hardening approaches generate
two versions of the kernel and during run-time ensure that
untrusted applications (i.g., target applications) use the hardened version of the kernel while trusted application use the
native kernel version, without performance overhead.
Debloating approaches only allow the execution of kernel
code that a certain application, or group of applications, requires. The remaining code of the kernel is either completely
removed statically [37, 38, 53], retained in the binary but obfuscated [30], or made inaccessible at run-time [36, 62]. By
minimizing the accessible code, debloating reduces the attack
surface for code reuse attacks [47, 50], i.e., attacks reusing
existing code sequences such as ROP gadgets [49], and can
generally reduce vulnerabilities in software [21, 36, 37].
Previous debloating work enforces kernel specialization
either at compile-time [37, 38, 53] or run-time [30, 36, 62].
Both approaches rely on an analysis phase to identify relevant kernel code for a set of applications, by executing the
applications under representative workloads or by using static
analysis techniques, such as control-flow graph analysis. After
analysis, compile-time approaches statically compile a custom configured kernel containing only the required kernel features. While run-time approaches create multiple versions of
the kernel (e.g., one kernel version for each target application)
and dynamically switch the system’s kernel-view whenever
the executed application changes.

2.1

Limitations of Existing Approaches

Despite extensive work on specialization techniques [30, 36–
38, 53, 62], existing kernel specialization techniques, as summarized in Table 1, are limited to coarse specialization and
do not provide strict debloating enforcement, which seriously

limits their effectiveness.
Coarse specialization. Existing kernel hardening and debloating specialization approaches are coarse because they
only create a single kernel-view for the entire application.
As a result, existing approaches do not prevent a system call
invocation from using the kernel code that should only be accessed through other system calls by the application. Hence,
they have a low protection ratio (i.e., the ratio of baseline
to exposed instructions) that unnecessarily exposes a large
quantity of code for attack purposes.
To demonstrate the security impact of this limitation, we
devise an experiment employing single-view kernel specialization for two popular applications, the NGINX [16] web
server and the Redis [17] key-value store. In this experiment,
the applications can only access the required kernel code, as
determined through dynamic profiling of application workloads (refer to §7.2 for the profiling details). Figure 1 shows
what portion of the entire profiled kernel code is executed by
the system calls invoked by NGINX and Redis. The results
show that in both applications 80% of the system calls utilize
less than 15% of the profiled kernel code at a time. This result
demonstrates that further restricting which code can execute
given the application profile and the system call context can
significantly reduce the available code for attacks.
Limited debloating enforcement. Kernel debloating techniques require an accurate analysis phase (refer to §2) to provide strict debloating enforcement within the kernel. However,
program analysis techniques are not complete and accurate
on complex code, such as kernel code which extensively uses
aliasing [22, 29, 42, 44, 56, 61], so they either under-estimate
or over-estimate the kernel code required by the target applications. Existing schemes that under-estimate do not strictly
enforce debloating [30, 36] but instead log suspicious executions, which does not prevent attacks and is hard to diagnose.
In contrast, existing schemes that over-estimate allow strict
enforcement but offer reduced debloating ratio and hence,
limited effectiveness [37, 38].
In general, existing schemes analyze the kernel for debloating specialization either using (a) static call graph generation
or (b) dynamic workload-based profiling. The static technique constructs a call graph of the kernel and identifies the
kernel code that is reachable for each system call. However,
this technique fails to precisely resolve indirect call sites
(e.g., function pointers) and data-dependent paths; therefore,
it over-estimates the required kernel code and might allow
illegitimate executions during run-time.
On the other hand, dynamic profiling executes a representative application workload (e.g., test suites and benchmarks)
and traces all kernel code executed by the workload. However,
the profiled code coverage of such workloads is only 6% to
73% of the application’s code [36]. Therefore, at run-time,
an application might trigger a system call path that was not
profiled but is legitimate. Existing approaches do not provide
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strict enforcement in such cases (i.e., only log suspicious execution paths for offline analysis [30]). Hence, a potentially
reachable code path is exploitable.
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S HARD employs fine-grained specialization by providing different kernel-views depending on the application running
and the currently executing system call. Since the kernel implements unique system calls for distinct services, such as
process management and device I/O, system calls providing
orthogonal services do not share much code with each other.
Hence, by specializing the kernel-view for an application at
each system call, the amount of kernel code exposed to the
attacker at any point is significantly reduced which further
restricts the attacker’s ability to construct ROP chains and
exploit vulnerabilities.
To validate fine-grained specialization, consider the assembly instruction overlap between the top 10 system calls with
largest coverage, invoked by NGINX and Redis during profiling, shown in Table 2. We observe that system calls providing
distinct services do not share much kernel code. For example, in the case of Redis, read, which implements file and
network I/O operations, shares only 6.8% (4.9k out of 72.1k)
of its instructions with exit_group, which exits all process
threads. Similarly, in case of NGINX, recvfrom which receives network packets, shares only 9.6% (5.1k out of 53k) of
its instructions with write, which writes to local file. Given
the disparity in kernel code coverage across system calls,
system call-level specialization provides an opportunity to
significantly reduce exposure to attacks.
However, a system call-only specialization (i.e., agnostic
to the application) would not have a good protection ratio
either. For example, consider the write system call, which
shares less than 33% (22.9k out of 68.2k) of its instructions
across NGINX and Redis. The reason is that NGINX only
uses write for file I/O while Redis uses write for both file
and network I/O. Therefore, the execution profile of write
under Redis also includes networking functions that are not required by NGINX. Since system call-only specialization must
support both NGINX and Redis, it would provide access to
all instructions executable by write across both applications.
Hence, ignoring the application dimension would inflate the
attack surface in many scenarios.
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S HARD employs context-aware hardening to address the uncertainty of whether code is reachable from a particular system call. In particular, S HARD analyzes the kernel using both
static analysis techniques and dynamic workload-based profiling, to determine the accessibility of kernel code per-system
call. Then, S HARD enforces hardening (e.g., control-flow in-
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Figure 2: Classes of kernel functions relative to a system call.

tegrity [20]) when it is unsure if the kernel should be allowed
to execute a certain piece of code in the current context.
S HARD classifies code into three, disjoint categories at the
level of functions for each system call (as shown in Figure 2).
In particular, the reachable nodes are the kernel functions executed during dynamic workload-based profiling (e.g., benchmarks and test suites). The potentially reachable nodes are the
kernel functions that static analysis indicates might be reachable from a certain system call. Furthermore, static analysis
can conclude (accurately) that some functions are not reachable from a certain system call; therefore, those are labeled
unreachable.
S HARD does not harden the kernel when a system call only
executes reachable functions. The reason is that our profiling
accurately concludes that these functions are accessible by the
currently invoked system call. Furthermore, reachable constitutes a very small portion of the kernel’s code — only 0.49%
and 0.60% of the native kernel’s instructions are reachable,
on average, for Redis and NGINX, respectively (Table 3).
Therefore, they provide very few ROP gadgets (as we show
in §9.1) and can be more easily tested for correctness.
However, S HARD hardens the kernel when it detects an
execution that transitions from reachable to potentially reachable, since S HARD cannot accurately conclude that potentially reachable code is accessible from the system call, , i.e.,
a potentially reachable code path. Therefore, hardening significantly raises the bar for attacks on the system through such
executions. Furthermore, S HARD restricts access to unreachable functions since they should never be executed during
benign kernel execution of the invoked system call.
The context-aware hardening technique employed by
S HARD is fine-grained control-flow integrity (CFI) [20]. CFI
ensures that all control-flow transfers, at run-time, adhere to a
program’s statically-analyzed control-flow graph (CFG). As
shown by prior work [33], CFI can effectively prevent controlflow hijacks. Note that other techniques can be applied to
implement context-aware hardening (as we discuss in §11).
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System Model

This section describes the scenario envisioned for S HARD.
Untrusted application. We assume a service provider (e.g.,
a website owner) needs to provide a service to many untrusted
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Table 2: Instruction overlap across system calls for Redis and Nginx configurations. Numbers represent thousands of instructions. Colors
represent the intersection size relative to the overall number of instructions used by the row system call. Diagonal represents the instruction
coverage of each system call. Only the highest coverage system calls for each configuration are shown.
Type
Reachable
Potentially reachable
Unreachable

Redis

NGINX

0.49%
45.52%
53.99%

0.60%
44.35%
55.05%

Table 3: The number of kernel instructions in each of the three
classes (Figure 2). The profiling details are provided in §9.3.

clients. The clients access the service by sending requests to
a client-facing application (i.e., untrusted application), such
as a web server or database application, installed on the service provider’s machine. However, the service provider does
not trust their clients. There can be many reasons for clients
to attack the system, such as stealing information related to
other clients, taking control of the machine to corrupt the
service, compromising other services on the same machine,
or hiding evidence of attacks. We assume that controlling
the client-facing application process is not enough because
the application is sandboxed (e.g., Native Client [60], Linux
containers [45]), hence, the adversary needs to control the system’s kernel to attack the provider. For presentation purposes,
we assume only one client-facing application but S HARD
works with groups of applications as well.
Trusted applications. The service provider may also need
to run trusted supporting services (e.g., back-end encryption
engine for a database) on the same machine that do not accept
input from the adversarial clients and are sandboxed from
direct attacks by the untrusted application.
Kernel. We assume the service provider has access to the
source code of the kernel; therefore, they can statically and
dynamically analyze the kernel and instrument it.
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Threat Model

Attacker Capabilities. An adversary may control all clientfacing applications and the libraries used by these applications
to mount attacks against the kernel. In particular, the adversary
may invoke any system call, using any parameters and at any

time, from client-facing applications.
The adversary is capable of launching control-flow hijacks
against the system’s kernel. Such attacks redirect the program’s control-flow to an arbitrary location by reusing the
code in the memory (i.e., system kernel in our case). The
requirements [51] for such attacks are (a) the existence of
an out-of-bounds or dangling pointer vulnerability that can
overwrite a code pointer, such as a function pointer or return
address and (b) the ability to execute an exploit payload (e.g.,
through ROP [49] or JOP gadgets [23]).
Kernel Assumptions. The system kernel is benign (i.e., written by honest developers) but may contain bugs (e.g., memorysafety violations). We make the following standard CFI assumptions [29] about the kernel:
• Kernel uses NX protection or similar [2] to prevent
writes to kernel executable memory, thus code-injection
attacks are not possible unless protections are disabled.
• The kernel boots in a trusted state, therefore, the initial kernel image is not corrupted and does not contain
malicious code.
Out-of-scope. We assume that the S HARD framework and
the hardware is trusted and beyond the control of the adversary. Side-channel attacks (e.g., cache attacks) and microarchitectural leaks, although important, are not specific to
the kernel. Furthermore, such channels could be disabled by
firmware patches [13] or software solutions [63]. Finally, the
adversary does not have physical access to the machine, therefore, hardware attacks are out-of-scope.
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Design of S HARD

This section provides a description of S HARD including a
design overview (§7.1) and a description of the offline analysis (§7.2), kernel instrumentation (§7.3), and run-time kernel
specialization and hardening enforcement (Figure 7.4).
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Figure 3: Workflow of S HARD.

7.1

Overview

The S HARD framework consists of an offline analysis phase to
generate specialized configurations for each target application
and an online phase that enables, during run-time, kernel (debloating) specialization and context-aware hardening based
on the generated configurations. Figure 3 demonstrates the
workflow of S HARD.
During the offline analysis ( 1 ∼ 2 ), S HARD first creates
a static control-flow graph of the kernel to identify the unreachable code for each system call ( 1 ). Then, S HARD dynamically profiles the target application to identify the kernel code required and commonly used by the application,
i.e., reachable code ( 2 ). The remaining kernel code is labeled potentially reachable. Using the offline analysis information, S HARD creates per-application configurations and
instruments the kernel code ( 3 ) for the online phase.
During the online phase ( 4 ∼ 6 ), S HARD installs a VMX
security monitor to enforce specialization policies. The
S HARD monitor performs three tasks: (a) track the context
switches involving the untrusted application and its system
call invocations, (b) specialize the kernel-view of the untrusted
application on each system call, and (c) implement kernel
context-aware hardening using control-flow integrity [20] during a system call if, and when, it executes potentially reachable code.
S HARD detects context switches to and from the target application and system call invocation using lightweight kernel
instrumentation on context switch functions and system call
handlers ( 4 ). On each system call invoked by the untrusted
application, S HARD transparently replaces the kernel’s code
pages based on the application’s configuration, as determined
by the offline analysis ( 5 ). This step debloats the kernel (i.e.,
disables the unreachable code) and allows S HARD to detect
kernel transitions to potentially reachable code. On detecting
a transition to potentially reachable code, S HARD similarly
replaces the kernel’s code pages with hardened versions ( 6 ).
Finally, when the kernel execution returns from potentially
reachable code to reachable code, S HARD replaces the hard-

ened code pages with the previous specialized code pages.

7.2

Offline Analysis

This section describes how S HARD generates a target application’s kernel configuration, which outlines the kernel code
required by the application on a per-system call basis. To
strike a balance between efficiency and effectiveness, S HARD
generates configurations using function-level granularity, i.e.,
S HARD determines which kernel functions are executed for
a given system call. S HARD implements two main analysis
stages: (a) static control-flow graph generation and (b) dynamic profiling using application workloads.
Static control-flow graph generation. S HARD statically analyzes the kernel to create a control-flow graph (CFG) of the
kernel. In particular, the CFG differentiates the reachable
+ potentially reachable kernel code from the unreachable
kernel code for each system-call. Note that while the CFG
over-estimates the potentially reachable code (as mentioned
in §2.1), it is sound when it determines that code is unreachable. The CFG is generated once per-kernel version, regardless of the target application.
S HARD leverages a two-layered type analysis algorithm [42] to generate the CFG. This two-layered analysis exploits the kernel’s extensive use of struct types for function
pointer storage, to significantly increase precision over previous approaches [55]. It matches indirect call sites which load
function pointers from a field within a struct, to functions
stored to that field of that struct for precisely identifying
the number of potential targets for the call site. In addition,
S HARD also uses the generated control-flow graph to enforce
control-flow integrity in context-aware hardening (§7.4).
Dynamic profiling using application workloads. S HARD
executes the target applications using representative workloads (e.g., benchmarks or test suites) to identify the reachable
kernel code during each invoked system call.
The dynamic profiling takes place in a benign environment. S HARD uses lightweight compile-time instrumentation

SyS_sysinfo:
; shadow stack prologue
SUB $8, %gs:0
; Increment shadow stack
MOV %gs:0, %rax
; Copy return address
MOV (%rsp), %rcx
; into current shadow
MOV %rcx, (%rax)
; stack
...
...
; shadow stack epilogue
MOV %gs:0, %rcx
; Compare current
CMP %rcx, (%rsp)
; shadow stack against
JNE abort
; return address
ADD $8, %rcx
MOV %rcx, %gs:0
; Decrement shadow stack
CMP %fs:0, %rcx
JNE ret
UD2
ret:
RET
abort:
UD2

; Check If we should
; disable CFI
; Exit to KVM
; Allow return
; Kill process

Figure 4: S HARD’s instrumentation for the shadow stack.
shadow_stack refers the %gs register which is randomized on each
hardening instance. The base of the shadow stack is stored in the
%fs register to check if the shadow stack is empty.

to generate a kernel version that supports offline dynamic
profiling. The instrumentation ensures that the kernel traps,
on each kernel function (not previously-logged for a certain
system call) when the untrusted application executes, into
S HARD’s profiler (using UD2 instructions) which executes in
VMX root mode. Hence, S HARD can record the (a) system
calls invoked by the application, and (b) kernel functions used
by the system calls.
S HARD labels exception and interrupt handlers as reachable code, for each system call, since they might execute
at any time. S HARD determines the exception and interrupt
handler coverage the same way it determines system call coverage. Since S HARD relies on compile-time instrumentation,
our current implementation does not specialize kernel code
written in assembly and hence considers it reachable.

7.3

Offline Kernel Instrumentation

After analysis, S HARD compiles three versions of each kernel code page, U NRESTRICTED, R ESTRICTED, and H ARD ENED , using the unmodified kernel’s source code. The U N RESTRICTED version (§7.3-(a)) enables all kernel functions
and is used only by trusted applications. The R ESTRICTED
version (§7.3-(b)) enables only the reachable code relative
per-system call. The H ARDENED version (§7.3-(c)) contains
both the reachable and potentially reachable code, and is
shown only to untrusted applications. Furthermore, S HARD
ensures that functions are address-aligned across the three
versions of code pages by padding them with NOP instructions. Therefore, different versions of the same code page are
interchangeable without impairing the kernel’s correctness.
U NRESTRICTED code pages. The system runs various applications that are trusted (refer to §5). Therefore, S HARD
compiles U NRESTRICTED code pages that do not restrict or
harden the kernel’s code to allow native execution of trusted

check_cfi:
MOV 0x10(%rdi), %rax
MOV %rax, %rcx
SHR $0xc, %rcx
CMP $0x7ff,%rcx
JA abort
MOV $TAB(,%rcx, 8), %rcx
TEST %rcx, %rcx
JE abort
MOV %rax, %rdx
AND $0XFFF, %edx
CMP 0x0, (%rcx, %rdx, 1)
JE abort
CALLQ *%rax
..
abort:
UD2

; Load pointer into RAX
;
;
;
;
;
;

Move frame number into RCX
Check if
frame >= TOTAL_FRAMES
Move table[frame] to RCX
Check if table[frame]
is set

;
;
;
;

Move offset into RDX
Check if table[frame]
[offset] is set
Make indirect call

Figure 5: S HARD’s CFI instrumentation at indirect call sites.

applications.
However, U NRESTRICTED code pages are still minimally
instrumented to track context switches to untrusted applications as well as padded with NOP instructions to align code
with the R ESTRICTED and H ARDENED versions. In particular,
S HARD instruments the kernel’s (a) context switch function
(e.g., __switch_to in Linux) and (b) common system call
handler (e.g., do_syscall_64 in Linux), to notify its runtime monitor when untrusted applications execute and invoke
a system call, respectively. The notification of system calls is
enabled only during the execution of untrusted applications.
R ESTRICTED code pages. Based on S HARD’s dynamic profiling (§7.2-(b)), S HARD compiles R ESTRICTED frames for
each system call required by the untrusted application. Such
code pages contain only the reachable kernel functions required by a specific system call invoked by the application,
while the remaining code (i.e., potentially reachable and unreachable) is replaced with undefined (UD2) instructions.
H ARDENED code pages. S HARD compiles H ARDENED
code pages with both potentially reachable and reachable
code enabled and hardened. These code pages are used when
S HARD detects during runtime the execution of potentially
reachable code. Since, such execution is possibly malicious,
S HARD ensures that all enabled kernel code, i.e., both reachable and potentially reachable, is hardened until the execution
returns from the potentially reachable code path. S HARD requires a single H ARDENED version of each kernel code page
(unlike R ESTRICTED versions which are application and system call-specific) since the hardening checks (explained below) protect the execution within the kernel, irrespective of
the system call and application.
S HARD enforces control-flow integrity (CFI) in H ARD ENED code pages, ensuring all control flow transfers adhere
to the control-flow graph (CFG) generated in §7.2-(a). Importantly, unlike prior system [39], S HARD ensures fine-grained
CFI by checking whether the destination of an indirect controlflow transfer is valid from that specific code location. In particular, S HARD enforces CFI on forward indirect control-flow
transfers using a technique that is based on Restricted Pointer
Indexing (RPI) [29, 56], while protecting backwards return
transfers using the shadow stack.Hence, SHARD’s hardening

prevents both ROP and JOP attacks.
Note that S HARD’s contribution isn’t the hardening mechanisms or implementations, which are from existing work. In
particular, S HARD’s contribution lies in the efficient, contextaware application of hardening mechanisms. The following
paragraphs provide details about S HARD’s instrumentation
related to RPI and shadow stack.
Restricted Pointer Indexing (RPI). Traditional RPI uses
integer-based indexing into a call target table (refer to [29]
for details) for indirect control-flow transfers. However, such
indexing would raise compatibility issues when passing function pointers from U NRESTRICTED and R ESTRICTED to
H ARDENED code pages, because the former use function
addresses (natively used by the compiler). A naive solution would be to modify R ESTRICTED and U NRESTRICTED
pages to use integer-indexing as well. However, such approach would incur considerable overhead, up to 40% [29],
for code pages that otherwise would execute at near-native
speed. Therefore, S HARD uses a modified version of RPI
which uses function addresses to ensure that non-hardened
code versions are not impacted.
Figure 5 illustrates S HARD’s RPI instrumentation to enforce control-flow integrity at indirect call sites. In particular,
S HARD maintains two call target tables for reference. Each
valid target address from an indirect call site contains a corresponding reference in a first call table, which references an
entry in a second call table. The call target tables are populated with valid targets using the kernel’s control-flow graph
(generated in §7.2-(a)) and then marked as read-only to avoid
tampering at run-time.
The first target table contains an entry for each kernel code
frame (i.e., 2048 entries in Linux’s case), indicating if a branch
to the target kernel code frame is allowed or not, from the
indirect call site. The second table contains an entry for each
offset in a frame (i.e., a 4 KB frame has 4096 offsets), indicating whether a branch to such an offset of the kernel frame
is allowed or not. On each indirect control transfer, the instrumentation asserts that the corresponding entries exist in both
tables, otherwise, the control-flow does not follow CFI and
the program is terminated by S HARD.
Shadow stack. Shadow stack stores a backup copy of the
stack to prevent an adversary from returning to a different
address during execution. Each program thread is allocated
a separate shadow stack. S HARD uses randomization to hide
the shadow stacks and prevent malicious modification. In
particular, S HARD uses the segment register (%gs) to randomize the shadow stack [25] on each context-aware hardening.
However, randomization-based shadow stack protection is
not fundamental to S HARD’s design; hence, other techniques
(e.g., memory protection [57]) can be adopted by S HARD.
Figure 4 shows S HARD’s instrumentation for the shadow
stack. At the start of each function, S HARD’s instrumentation stores the return address in the shadow stack. Then, on
the subsequent return, the instrumentation asserts whether

Potentially
reachable
is executed

Enable
hardening

SHARD
Monitor

Disable
Shadow
stack hardening
is empty
SHARD
Monitor

Code class and protection
Reachable
Potentially reachable
Unreachable

Hardened

SHARD
Monitor

Control-flow
Return
Indirect call

Other
Trap

Figure 6: S HARD context-aware hardening cycle.

the return address stored in the native stack and the shadow
stack’s return address are consistent. Furthermore, S HARD’s
instrumentation tracks when the shadow stack is empty, i.e.,
the potentially reachable code path has completed execution. In particular, on each return, the instrumentation checks
whether the shadow stack pointer is pointing towards the
shadow stack’s base (stored in %fs segment register). If yes,
the instrumentation triggers a UD2 to inform S HARD.
Shadow stack implementation using segment registers can
potentially suffer from time-of-check-to-time-of-use (TOCTTOU) attacks [28], i.e., the return address is correct at the
time of validation but is modified before the return instruction.
However, an extensive study on shadow stacks [24] suggests
that exploiting this race is non-trivial since it requires highly
precise timing. Nevertheless, mitigations exist against this
problem [24], at slightly higher performance costs.

7.4

Run-time Monitor

During the online phase, the S HARD monitor executes in
VMX root mode to track the execution of untrusted applications, as well as enforce debloating and context-aware hardening.
Workflow. S HARD monitor operates in four major stages.
1. Initial kernel-view. The S HARD monitor enables the
U NRESTRICTED version for all kernel code pages to allow
the unrestricted execution of trusted applications and detect
the execution of the untrusted application.
2. Debloating enforcement. The monitor is notified through
kernel instrumentation on (a) context switches to untrusted applications and (b) system call invocations by untrusted applications. On system call invocations by the untrusted application,
the monitor switches all kernel code pages to R ESTRICTED,
based on the specific system call and application configuration (generated in §7.2) to enforce debloating by allowing
only reachable code to execute.
3. Hardening enforcement. During the execution of R E STRICTED pages, a triggered UD2 signals that the kernel tried
to execute an unreachable or potentially reachable kernel
code. If the kernel tried to execute unreachable code, the mon-

itor terminates the application since such execution cannot
be legitimate. On the other hand, if the attempt was towards
a potentially reachable code path, S HARD enforces contextaware hardening by (a) implementing an initial CFI check
using the CPU Last Branch Record (LBR) and (b) switching
the kernel-view to H ARDENED (illustrated in Figure 6). The
initial CFI check ensures that the first control-flow transfer
from reachable to potentially reachable is valid.
4. Disabling hardening. Lastly, the monitor disables hardening, i.e., switches from H ARDENED code pages to R E STRICTED , when the system returns to the reachable code
from where it triggered the hardening (refer to the shadow
stack implementation in Figure 4).
Transparent and efficient kernel-view switch. The
S HARD monitor uses a VMX feature, Extended Page Tables
(EPT) [32], to achieve transparent and efficient switching
between different versions of the kernel code pages. In particular, the monitor uses the EPT to redirect the guest memory
view of the system from one (host) physical page to another.
Since the kernel is huge and spans many code pages (e.g.,
2048 code pages in our Linux kernel), updating the EPT entries individually for each page would be costly. Therefore,
S HARD updates the EPT at the page directory-level, i.e., 512
pages at once, to change the kernel-view. For efficiency, during initialization, the S HARD monitor statically creates page
tables for each system call using the configuration of each
application (generated in §7.2). Then, on system call invocations, the monitor updates the page directory entries to point
towards these already-crafted page tables.
LBR-based control-flow integrity check. At an UD2-trap,
during the execution of R ESTRICTED code pages, although
S HARD changes the code versions to H ARDENED, the current
control-flow transfer (that raised the trap) would be unprotected without an additional check. In particular, while H ARD ENED code page versions enforce CFI during their execution,
S HARD should enforce the same while the system transitions
from R ESTRICTED to H ARDENED versions.
Therefore, the S HARD monitor implements a custom CFI
check for such control-flow transfers using the Last Branch
Record (LBR). In particular, the LBR stores information
about the 32 most recent taken branches by the processor [32].
The stored information includes the source and target addresses of the branches. Using this information, S HARD ensures that the control-flow transfer’s target address is a valid
target for its source (using the CFG generated in §7.2-(a)). If
it is not, S HARD terminates the program, otherwise, switches
the R ESTRICTED versions of the kernel’s code pages to their
H ARDENED versions.
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Implementation

S HARD’s implementation consists of a static analyzer, a dynamic profiler, an LLVM instrumentation pass, and a run-time

Component

Lines of code

Static analyzer
Dynamic profiler
Offline kernel instrumentation
Run-time monitor

2047
171
822
1842

Total

4882

Table 4: S HARD components’ lines of code.

monitor. Table 4 lists the lines of source code for each component of the implementation. S HARD’s source code is available
at https://github.com/rssys/shard.
The static analyzer uses the two-layer type analysis algorithm [42], which, to the best of our knowledge, is the current
state-of-the-art in kernel CFG generation. The analysis algorithm divides indirect calls based on whether they load
function pointers from a struct or not. For the former case,
all call pointers loaded from a particular field of a structure are
matched with all functions stored to that field. Such functions
are identified using taint analysis. For the latter, the analysis
uses traditional signature-matching approach [54]. The static
analyzer resolves an indirect call site to 7 targets, on average,
in the kernel’s CFG. Using the CFG, we create and populate
control-flow integrity target tables (refer to §7.3-(c)). On average, we require only two tables (i.e., a frame table and an
offset table) for each indirect call site in our kernel.
Furthemore, we wrote an LLVM-5 [41] instrumentation
pass to instrument the kernel and create different types of
code page versions (refer to §7.3). It supports the Linux kernel
v4.14 with modules built-in and can be extended to work on
any kernel that compiles to the LLVM IR (e.g., BSD). It can
also be extended to work for dynamically-loaded modules,
similar to prior work [30].
Finally, we implement the dynamic profiler (refer to §7.2)
and the run-time monitor (refer to §7.4) in the KVM module. The run-time monitor reserves a random 400KB memory
region within the guest for shadow stacks. The reserved region should be configured based on the maximum number of
threads that the target program executes (i.e., 1KB for each
thread’s shadow stack). Note that S HARD also randomizes the
base of a shadow stack (on each hardening instance); hence,
an attacker must continuously guess the shadow stack’s location, even if they guess the base address of the reserved
memory. Please refer to existing sources [24, 64] for a full
entropy analysis of randomization-based shadow stack protection, as well as its limitations and other approaches.
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Security Evaluation

S HARD’s goal is to restrict the attacker capabilities to conduct
control-flow hijacks by reducing the amount of kernel code
exposed and employing context-aware hardening through CFI.
Therefore, we quantify and provide an analysis of S HARD’s
attack surface in §9.1. Furthermore, we analyze the number

Assembly Instructions (%)

20

NGINXSHARD

RedisSHARD

AssortedSD

NGINXAD

RedisAD

15
10
5

geteuid
umask
set robust list
getpid
getppid
set tid address
arch prctl
rt sigaction
sysinfo
setsid
setgid
setuid
dup2
epoll create
close
eventfd2
setgroups
lseek
newuname
rt sigprocmask
pipe
newfstat
epoll ctl
getcwd
prlimit64
prctl
brk
fcntl
madvise
rt sigsuspend
bind
accept
listen
readlink
setsockopt
socketpair
accept4
writev
recvfrom
mmap
munmap
connect
sendfile64
pread64
socket
newstat
mprotect
pwrite64
mkdir
getdents
clone
access
ioctl
exit group
openat
futex
epoll wait
write
read

0

Figure 7: Attack surface reduction (debloating) across system calls. Numbers represent the assembly instructions available relative to the
native kernel for each system call. XY Z S HARD and XY Z AD refers to application XYZ running with S HARD and application-only (existing)
debloating respectively. Assorted SD refers to system call-only debloating using NGINX, Redis, and LTP workloads.

of ROP and JOP gadgets exposed by S HARD in §9.2. Finally,
we show how S HARD’s reduced attack surface and hardening
prevents actual kernel attacks in §9.3.

9.1

Attack Surface Reduction

S HARD restricts the attack surface to the reachable code. In
particular, S HARD disables the unreachable code at every
system call, while it hardens the potentially reachable code
through control-flow integrity (CFI).
In the following, we show the attack surface in terms
of reachable assembly instructions. Furthermore, we compare S HARD’s exposed attack surface against both existing
application-only kernel debloating (i.e., debloating at the level
of each application and not system call) and system call-only
debloating (i.e., debloating at the level of each system call
and not application).
Setup and methodology. We use two popular real-world
applications, NGINX [16] web server and Redis [17] keyvalue store. To dynamically profile these applications, we
used the ab [1] and redis-benchmark suites, respectively.
In particular, we used ab with a range of file sizes from 1KB
to 128KB and redis-benchmark with default settings.
We determine the attack surface of application-only kernel debloating (NGINXAD and RedisAD in Figure 7) through
dynamic profiling of the test applications. Furthermore, to
estimate the attack surface of system call-only debloating
(AssortedSD in Figure 7), we calculate the upper bound of
the kernel code required for each system call by combining
the dynamic profiles of NGINX, Redis, and the Linux Test
Project (LTP) [40]. Note that our assorted workload might
not consider all kernel functions required by each system call,
however, we expect that it provides a good approximation.
Finally, we determine the attack surface of S HARD
(NGINXS HARD and RedisS HARD in Figure 7) by determining the reachable code at each system call through dynamic
profiling of the test applications.

Results. Figure 7 shows the number of instructions of assembly code, differentiated by each system call invoked by
the test applications. Our analysis reveals that for half the
system calls, S HARD exposes between 0 − 0.2% of assembly
instructions in the Linux kernel. Even in the worst case, only
4.87% of the kernel’s instructions are available to the attacker.
In contrast to S HARD, the coarse debloating employed by
previous (application-only) kernel debloating systems, reveals
a constant and large attack surface, which represents the cumulative sum of all kernel code that an application requires
during execution. Furthermore, while system call-only debloating alternative performs similar to S HARD for simpler
system calls such as setuid, dup2, which only execute a few
internal kernel functions, it performs much worse for more
complex system calls (e.g., read). The reason is that complex
system calls implement multiple functions, using many kernel functions, most of which are not required by a specific
application.

9.2

ROP and JOP Gadget Analysis

This section analyzes the ROP and JOP gadgets exposed by
S HARD as well as system call and existing application-only
kernel debloating approaches. Similar to assembly instructions, S HARD only allows the attacker to construct ROP and
JOP gadgets using reachable code. Note that reduction in
ROP and JOP gadgets is not a comprehensive metric for reduction in attacks since a few gadgets are enough for meaningful
exploits [58,59]. Nevertheless, such analysis aids in S HARD’s
comparison with existing approaches [21, 31, 36, 46, 47, 50]
that also provide such gadget analysis.
Setup and methodology. The evaluation setup, methodology, and applications are the same as §9.1.
Results. Table 5 shows the absolute number of ROP and JOP
gadgets exposed under all applications and debloating types
considered, across system calls. On average, S HARD shows a
reduction (compared to the native Linux kernel) of 149× and

Min
Native kernel

Max

Median

Avg

Factor

339017

339017

339017

339017

1×

NGINXAD
RedisAD

33614
32090

33614
32090

33614
32090

33614
32090

10×
11×

AssortedSD

0

67260

8783

15757

22×

NGINXS HARD
RedisS HARD

0
0

16689
14605

440
519

2273
1854

149×
183×

Table 5: ROP and JOP gadgets exposed by S HARD and other approaches across system calls. Only systems that specialize across
system calls have non-constant values. All numbers were obtained
using the ROPGadget tool [12]. Factor refers to the ratio between
the native kernel and the system average.

183× considering NGINX and Redis, respectively, which is
an order of magnitude better than existing application-focused
and system call-only debloating.

9.3

Attack Evaluation and Analysis

This section describes how S HARD prevents control-flow hijacks, which require kernel vulnerabilities and exploit payloads, through an attack analysis.
Setup and methodology. We consider five diverse exploit
payloads which have previously been evaluated by others [35,
43, 58, 59]. Furthermore, we randomly selected a list of Linux
vulnerabilities.
Table 6 provides an overview of the exploit payloads (P1 P5 ). P1 elevates the privileges of a user process, giving root
privilege to the process. P2 disables the separation between
kernel and user processes, which allows an adversary to execute user code in kernel space. Lastly, P3 , P4 . and P5 allow
the attacker to inject malicious code in the kernel by disabling
NX protections, i.e., make writable memory executable or
executable memory writable.
Table 7 provides an overview of the list of vulnerabilities
considered (V1 - V10 ). These vulnerabilities include out-ofbounds access such as buffer overflows, use-after-free access
for a dangling pointer, and double-free issues. These vulnerabilities are caused by kernel bugs in a diverse set of kernel
functionality, including the ext4 file system, keyring facility,
block layer, and networking module.
Finally, we use the same test applications (mentioned
in §9.1) for attack evaluation.
Attack analysis. S HARD can prevent the execution of 4 out
of the 5 considered payloads, for the NGINX and Redis configurations. In particular, P3 , P4 , and P5 are either completely
disabled (i.e., in unreachable code) or hardened using CFI
(i.e., in potentially reachable code). S HARD also prevents P1 ,
which requires the execution of two kernel functions in succession, prepare_kernel_cred which creates root credentials
and commit_creds which commits the credentials to grant
the application root access. However, only commit_creds is
reachable (in system calls setuid, setgid, and setgroups)

Payload

Dependencies

Protection Prevented
Unr Hard

P1: Privilege eleva. [58]

commit_creds,
prepare_kernel_cred
P2: Disable SMAP [59]
native_write_cr4
P3: Set memory exec. [48] set_memory_x
P4: Set memory writ. [43] set_memory_rw
P5: Modify page table [43] lookup_address

3

7

3

7
3
7
3

7
7
3
7

7
3
3
3

Table 6: S HARD’s protection against exploit payloads. “Unr” stands
for unreachable and “Hard” represents hardening. For P1 , only
prepare_kernel_cred is unreachable but since the exploit requires both functions, we classify it as unreachable.

while running NGINX or Redis. While an attacker can recreate the credentials using ROP gadgets, it would be very challenging because S HARD exposes few ROP gadgets (i.e., 175,
118, and 207, respectively) for these system calls. Finally,
S HARD cannot prevent the execution of P2 because it depends
on native_write_cr4, a function required by interrupt handlers and, therefore, reachable from every system call (as
mentioned in §7.2).
Regarding vulnerabilities, S HARD disables 5 out of 10 vulnerabilities considered because they are located in unreachable code for these applications. The remaining 5 vulnerabilities can be triggered since they exist in reachable or
potentially reachable code. However, they cannot always be
exploited as we explain in the next paragraph.
Considering control-flow hijacks, which require both a vulnerability and an exploit payload (as explained in §6), an
attacker can attempt 50 concrete attacks using the considered 5 payloads (P1 - P5 ) and 10 vulnerabilities (V1 - V10 ).
Because S HARD can prevent hijacks by either disabling the
vulnerability or the exploit, S HARD prevents 90% (45 out of
50) of the attacks. In particular, S HARD is only susceptible to
attacks using the payload P2 and the exposed 5 vulnerabilities (V3 , V6 , V8 , V9 , and V10 ), as both the payload and the
vulnerabilities are reachable in these applications.
Our analysis indicates that S HARD can invalidate many exploit payloads and vulnerabilities, hence, it is highly effective
at thwarting control-flow hijacks, despite low overhead (§10).
Defense validation. To validate our analysis, we attempted
six control-flow hijacks using NGINX and Redis. For this, we
used the exploit payload, P1 , and three vulnerabilities namely
CVE-2016-0728 [18], CVE-2017-5123 [7], and CVE-20177308 [8]. We attempted each control-flow hijack by both
overwriting a function pointer and a return address, i.e., six
attacks in total. S HARD successfully prevented all six attacks
because the payload was unreachable for both application;
hence, jumps to the payload were caught by S HARD.
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Evaluation

This section describes the experimental setup for S HARD
(§10.1), evaluates its overhead through micro-benchmarks

CVE

Vulnerable Function

Unr

Prevented

Component

P1 P2 P3 P4 P5
join_session_keyring
SyS_waitid
packet_set_ring
SyS_timerfd_settime
SyS_mq_notify
get_net_ns_by_id
blkcg_init_queue
ext4_update_inline_..
vmacache_flush_all
ext4_xattr_set_entry

3
3
7
3
3
7
3
7
7
7

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

3
3
7
3
3
7
3
7
7
7

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

Kernel code pages
U NRESTRICTED
R ESTRICTED (NGINX, Redis)
H ARDENED
CFI tables
Frame table
Offset table

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

Table 7: S HARD’s effectiveness against control-flow hijacks attacks
using different vulnerabilities and payloads (Table 6). The code of
some vulnerabilities is unreachable (“Unr”).

(§10.2) and real-world applications (§10.3), and evaluates the
impact of profiling accuracy (§10.4).

8.0
14.4 − 18.0
8.0
14.0
34.0
78.4 − 82.0

Total

Table 8: Memory footprint of S HARD.
25
SHARD-trusted

SHARD

SHARD-always-hardened

20
Overhead (%)

V1: 2016-0728 [18]
V2: 2017-5123 [7]
V3: 2017-7308 [8]
V4: 2017-10661 [3]
V5: 2017-11176 [4]
V6: 2017-17052 [5]
V7: 2018-7480 [10]
V8: 2018-10880 [6]
V9: 2018-17182 [9]
V10: 2019-20054 [11]

Required memory (MB)

15
10

Kernel configuration. Our S HARD-protected kernel was
Linux kernel v4.14, which ran inside a guest virtual machine
(VM). The VM was allocated 4 GB of memory, 1 thread, and
connected to the host with a 1 Gb/s virtual connection.
S HARD configuration. S HARD’s monitor was installed on
the KVM module of the host, running Linux kernel v4.15.

10.2

Micro-benchmarks

This section analyzes the memory footprint of S HARD and
the overhead of S HARD monitor’s operations.
Memory footprint. S HARD maintains various versions of
instrumented kernel code pages (i.e., U NRESTRICTED, R E STRICTED , and H ARDENED) and call target tables to enforce
control-flow integrity (CFI) (refer to §7.2). Table 8 shows
the memory overhead incurred by S HARD. Each application
incurs a different overhead for R ESTRICTED code page versions, based on the invoked system calls and kernel functions. The main memory overhead is caused by call target
tables, maintained for each indirect kernel call site, to enforce
CFI. Nevertheless, this memory consumption is negligible in
comparison with the memory available in modern machines
(usually tens of GBs).
Monitor overhead. The S HARD monitor performs 3 operations (refer to §7.4): (a) trap on context switches and system
calls, (b) switch the EPT to enforce hardening and debloating, and (c) perform an LBR-based check for CFI during
hardening. To ascertain the runtime overheads, we create a
benchmark which executes a system call (i.e., getgid) in
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Machine specification. We conducted all our experiments
on an Intel (R) Core (TM) i7-6500U CPU @ 2.50GHz with
4 MB of last-level cache, 8 GB of memory, and support for
the Last Branch Record (LBR).
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Figure 8: Performance overhead of redis-benchmark.

a loop for 10 million iterations. This is lightweight system
call that only takes 0.43 µs on average to execute in the native kernel. We measure how long it takes for the benchmark
to complete, while selectively enabling each operation, and
comparing it against the native (non-monitored) execution.
Our results show that a trap at each system call adds an average overhead of 1.21 µs per-system call. Furthermore, switching the EPT involves updating 4 page directory entries (since
our kernel is 8 MB and a page directory holds 2 MB of pages)
and the INVEPT instruction, which adds 0.60 µs. Also, the
S HARD monitor implements a CFI-check using LBR, which
requires referencing the two call target tables and retrieving
the latest entry in the LBR, taking 1.01 µs on average.

10.3

Real World Applications

This section evaluates S HARD’s overhead while executing
real-world widely-deployed applications, NGINX web server
and Redis key-value store, that match our use-case scenario
(refer to §5). Furthermore, we also evaluate S HARD with a
well-known set of real-world workloads, SPEC CPU 2006.
Common settings and terminology. We profiled each application using the experiment workload. The client-server
experiments (NGINX and Redis) were performed by sending
requests from clients on the host machine. We ran each experiment 10 times and report the average overhead compared to
a native (uninstrumented) Linux kernel.
In Figure 8 and Figure 10, "S HARD-trusted" refers to scenarios where S HARD does not enforce debloating or hardening (i.e., for trusted applications), "S HARD " means S HARD’s
overhead while enforcing debloating and context-aware hard-
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Figure 9: S HARD statistics while running redis-benchmark.

ening, and "S HARD-always-hardened" means S HARD’s overhead while enforcing debloating and full-hardening on each
system call. Note that S HARD-always-hardened can only be
realized using S HARD’s framework, i.e., it is not existing
work, and is included for performance comparison.
Figure 9 and Figure 11 illustrate the overall statistics for
S HARD, including number of exits and EPT switches (for
debloating or context-aware hardening), related to NGINX
and Redis, respectively.
Redis key-value store. We evaluate Redis using the official redis-benchmark. The benchmark ran with the default
configuration, sending requests from 50 concurrent clients.
Figure 8 shows the overheads for the redis-benchmark
tests. The average overhead across all the tests for S HARD
is 6.83%. Considering the execution statistics (Figure 9), we
notice more than 40,000 traps per-second in some tests. However, since the application invoked the same system calls
(i.e., mostly read and write) successively, 96.15% of these
traps did not require switching the EPT (for debloating or
hardening). Switching the EPT requires invalidation of the
instruction cache, which is costly to repopulate. Due to few
such cases, the overhead remains low. Additionally, we noticed 29 average instances of hardening per-second. However,
their overall impact on the execution was low since hardening
was only enforced for small durations.
Moreover, S HARD-always-hardened incurs an additional
overhead of 0.1-11% over S HARD (average increases to
11.49%). In particular, we observe a high overhead when the
benchmark application invokes many system calls in a small
span of time (e.g., for INCR and GET). In contrast, benchmark applications (e.g., LRANGE) that execute for longer
periods and invoke system calls less frequently, exhibit less
overhead for full-hardening. Finally, while running Redis as
a trusted application (S HARD-trusted), we only observe an
average overhead of 1.2%, because S HARD did not trap its
execution. The negligible overhead is due to the lightweight
instrumentation of U NRESTRICTED code pages (mentioned
in §7.2) and demonstrates the performance benefits of specialization.
NGINX web server. We used the apachebench, ab [1], to
send 10,000 requests using 25 concurrent clients to an NGINX
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Figure 10: The performance overhead of NGINX across varying
requested file sizes.

web server running a single worker thread.
Figure 10 shows the end-to-end latency increase across different requested file sizes. We observe a higher S HARD overhead for NGINX, 22.21% on average. Unlike Redis, which
successively calls the same system call, we observe (Figure 11) a high number of traps which incur EPT switches (i.e.,
NGINX invokes distinct system calls successively). Furthermore, while the overhead is high (up to 37%) for smaller file
sizes, it is amortized over memory and I/O overhead as the file
size increases. Note that NGINX showcases the worst-case
scenario for S HARD’s overhead, i.e., many distinct system
calls per-second. In practice, we expect system calls to be
small in number (as we show for SPEC below) or to be similar
(as Redis). Also, we observe a very low number of hardening
instances, showing that in many cases a good representative
profiling workload ensures low run-time deviation.
The full-hardening enforcement of NGINX (S HARDalways-hardened) incurs an additional overhead of 8-20%
over S HARD. In particular, the average performance overhead,
with full-hardening enforcement, becomes 38.17%. Finally,
running NGINX as a trusted application (S HARD-trusted)
incurs only 1.59% average overhead, similar to Redis.
SPEC CPU 2006. We ran S HARD on the SPEC CPU 2006
integer suite, which includes 12 applications that range from
file compression (bzip2) to gene sequencing (hmmer). All
experiments used the reference workloads.
Table 9 shows the overhead caused by S HARD on SPEC
applications, including the number of traps. In general, we
observe very low overhead (between −0.37 and 2.73%) for
these applications. The reason behind this is that while we see
many traps at the S HARD monitor, they were dispersed over
long-running tests. We expect such patterns to be common in
many applications; for such applications S HARD’s overhead
will likely be very low as well.

10.4

Impact of Profiling Accuracy

This section demonstrates the impact of profiling (in)accuracy
on the performance of S HARD. In particular, we illustrate
S HARD’s performance when profiled with a (a) different application, (b) different application workload, or (c) partial
application workload.
Terminology. Related to Figure 12, Figure 13, and Figure 14,
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Figure 12: The performance overhead of NGINX when the system
is profiled with the same (S HARD) and different (S HARD-Profredis )
application.

Figure 11: S HARD statistics while running NGINX.
Total
EPT
Overhead
Traps Switches
75070
37386
27630
30845
79648
28292
27955
25311
41142
31215
28441
28655

0.32%
1.38%
-0.37%
2.74%
1.51%
1.97%
2.17%
0.93%
2.09%
2.36%
0.45%
1.27%

Table 9: SPEC CPU 2006 results. Table only shows numbers while
running untrusted applications with S HARD.

S HARD refers to scenarios where profiling was accurate—
S HARD was profiled using the same application and workload against which it was evaluated, whereas S HARD-Profabc
refers to scenarios where S HARD was profiled with a different
application or workload or partial workload.
Profiling using different application. To evaluate the impact of a different application profile on performance, we
generated a S HARD profile using Redis and ran NGINX with
the generated profile. We used the redis-benchmark for profiling. For evaluation, we used ab to send 10,000 requests
using 25 concurrent clients to an NGINX server with one
worker thread (similar to §10.3).
Figure 12 shows the performance overhead of Redis profile
(S HARD-Profredis ) compared to accurate profiling (S HARD).
As expected, S HARD-Profredis performs considerably worse.
In particular, we noticed a very high number of hardening
instances with S HARD-Profredis because NGINX and Redis
profiles are highly-disjoint (as illustrated in §3). For example,
retrieving 1KB files, S HARD-Profredis incurs ∼ 24, 000 hardening instances per-second, compared to ∼ 300 hardening
instances per-second with S HARD. Consequently, S HARDProfredis exhibits a much higher overhead (i.e., upto 89%).
Profiling using different application workload. Next, we
evaluated the impact of profiled application workloads on application performance. In particular, we generated a S HARD
NGINX profile using ab. Afterwards, we evaluated NGINX’s
performance using wrk [19]. During profiling, ab generated
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Figure 13: The performance overhead of NGINX when the system is
profiled with the same (S HARD) and different application workload
(S HARD-Profab ).

requests for files between 1 to 128 KB size using 25 concurrent clients. Then, during evaluation, wrk requested the same
files using the same number (25) of clients.
Figure 13 shows the performance overhead of the ab profile (S HARD-Profab ) compared to an accurate profile using
wrk (S HARD). We notice that the specific profiled workload,
related to an application, has little impact on the application’s
performance (i.e., less than 2% increase in performance overhead mostly for S HARD-Profab ). Hence, we conjecture that
as long as the profiling workload for an application is comprehensive, the exact workload type is less important.
Profiling using partial application workload. Finally, we
show the impact on application performance when S HARD
is profiled using a partial set of application workloads. In
particular, we generated a S HARD profile using half the
redis-benchmarks and evaluated the performance using the
rest. The benchmark applications in the profiling and evaluation sets were randomly chosen. Figure 14 shows the performance with complete (S HARD) and partial (S HARD-Prof part )
application workload profiles. We notice that S HARD-Prof part
increases performance overhead only between 0 − 3%. Hence,
our results suggest that a partial profile is also sufficient to
offer high performance for an application.
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Limitations and Discussion

Context-aware control-flow integrity (CFI) creates a narrow
window of opportunity for an attacker that full CFI would
not. In particular, while the attacker cannot execute an exploit
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Figure 14: The performance overhead of Redis when the system is profiled with complete (S HARD) and partial set of
redis-benchmark (S HARD-Prof part ).

payload directly with context-aware CFI (due to S HARD’s
hardening and debloating), the attacker can potentially make
a malicious update to a function pointer and trick trusted applications (for which the kernel is not hardened or debloated
by S HARD) to use the malicious function pointer. Although
possible, we expect such attacks to be significantly difficult
to perform for several reasons. In particular, the untrusted application is sandboxed (refer to §5); therefore, its interactions
with the outside world are rigorously controlled. Furthermore,
the attacker must both know the system call semantics of a
trusted application and be able to trick the application to use
the malicious function pointer in a specific scenario to conduct such attacks. We leave the investigation of these attacks
to future work.
Moreover, other techniques can be applied to the kernel
with S HARD to provide alternative or complementary contextaware hardening protection. For example, stack exhaustion
and stack clearance checks can be applied to prevent attacks
through the kernel’s stack. These techniques, unlike CFI, are
not subject to the limitations of selective hardening [39].
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Related Work

Dynamic kernel debloating. S HARD is most closely related to previous work in application-driven, run-time kernel (debloating-based) specialization [30, 36, 62]. However,
compared to these schemes, S HARD significantly reduces the
attack surface by specializing at both the application and system call levels and strictly enforces debloating.
Static kernel debloating. Static, configuration-based specialization [37, 38, 53] is another approach for kernel minimization. Since such techniques statically determine the
kernel-view, they provide good performance but with lower security guarantees (e.g., larger attack surface and/or non-strict
enforcement).
Application specialization. Specializing of applications has
been explored extensively, including for debloating purposes.
Trimmer [50] employs static analysis techniques to identify
reachable application code with respect to a particular user-

provided input. Quach et al [47] statically identify library
code needed by an application and use piece-wise compilation and loading to specialize the library-view of the application at run-time. Azad et al [21] and Razor [46], use
dynamic profiling to identify and remove the code that is
not needed by an application in a particular usage scenario.
Finally, CHISEL [31] adopts a delta debugging approach to
obtain a minimal program satisfying a set of test cases. Unlike
these systems, specializing at the kernel requires addressing
additional complexities (e.g., a very large codebase which is
hard to accurately analyze statically or dynamically profile)
to provide strict enforcement guarantees with low overhead.
Kernel CFI. Control-flow integrity [20] prevents controlflow hijacks by ensuring that control-flow transfers are only
to valid targets. Previous work has applied CFI to protect
privileged software, including kernels and hypervisors. HyperSafe [56] applies CFI to hypervisors. For CFI enforcement,
they introduce a lightweight Restricted Pointer Indexing (RPI)
approach. S HARD proposes a modified implementation of
RPI which is compatible with function addresses.
KGuard [34] protects the kernel against return-to-user attacks by ensuring indirect control-flow transfers in the kernel
cannot target user space addresses. KCoFI [26] uses the secure virtual architecture (SVA) [27] to enforce CFI on the
system’s kernel. However, their implementation incurs a high
overhead, exceeding 100% in some scenarios. Furthermore,
Ge et al. [29] apply fine-grained CFI to kernel software by
using RPI. The instrumentation causes a high overhead of up
to 50%. While S HARD’s implementation of CFI is similar, it
introduces a modified RPI instrumentation, compatible with
function addresses, which allows near-native non-hardened
execution. Additionally, S HARD enforces strict debloating,
which completely removes many vulnerabilities; thereby, preventing a wide-range of attacks with a low overhead, unlike
CFI-only schemes.
Specialized kernel hardening. To the best of our knowledge, the Split-Kernel [39] technique is the only previous
effort in specialized kernel hardening. Both Split-Kernel and
S HARD implement selective hardening of kernel execution
by providing different kernel views to applications based on
whether they are trusted or not. However, a major difference is
that Split-Kernel fully hardens the kernel view (using coarseCFI) of untrusted applications, which incurs a high overhead
(40% on average on a web server). In contrast, S HARD avoids
this overhead by hardening only potentially reachable code
paths while allowing reachable code to execute unrestricted.
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Conclusion

This paper presents S HARD, a run-time fine-grained kernel
specialization system that combines debloating with contextaware hardening to prevent kernel attacks. S HARD achieves
an order of magnitude higher attack surface reduction than

prior work and implements strict enforcement. Furthermore,
S HARD incurs an overhead of only 3-10% on Redis, 10-36%
on NGINX, and 0-2.7% on the SPEC CPU benchmarks.

[13] L1 terminal fault / cve-2018-3615 , cve-2018-3620,cve2018-3646 / intel-sa-00161.
https://software.
intel.com/security-software-guidance/
software-guidance/l1-terminal-fault.
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